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Abstract— This work presents some new optimization ap-
proaches to implementation of Medium Access Control (MAC)
layer of IEEE 802.11 wireless networking protocol using general
purpose DSP and gate array systems. Optimization starts at
design level. The hardware/software partitioning of the MAC’s
architecture is optimized in the sense of minimal implementation
burden, while maintaining the system’s functionalities and perfor-
mance. The proposed partitioning and implementation technique
obviates the use of any Real Time Operating System (RTOS),
which leads to a simple, high speed, and low memory structure
of the MAC’s software. Also, solutions such as using hash tables
and pipeline processing are given and employed to gain a higher
speed. The software section is implemented on the popular,
low price DSP of TI’s C54 processor, whereas the hardware
implementation is realized using Virtex2vp30 from Xilinx.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The development of the IEEE 802.11 standard has resulted
in a widespread adoption of local wireless area networking
in recent years [3]. The IEEE 802.11 specifies both physical
(PHY) and medium access control (MAC) layers [10]. The
802.11 MAC layer provides functionalities to allow for reliable
data delivery to the upper layers over the wireless medium with
data rates up to 54 Mbit/sec [4]. It specifies how a computer
on the wireless network gains access to receive and transmit
data and, once communication is established, how the link is
maintained. The basic medium access control method used in
the 802.11 standard is Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA)
with collision avoidance [3].

Although IEEE 802.11 Wireless LAN (WLAN) is an ex-
cellent solution for the broadband wireless networking, it
lacks some capabilities. As a result, many efforts have been
made to improve IEEE 802.11 standard, such as enhancing
synchronization method [2] and throughput enhancement [9].
Testing these algorithms requires portable design of the MAC
layer, which can be upgraded easily. Different approaches to
design and implementation of an IEEE 802.11 MAC have been
introduced previously. Some of them presented a System-on-
Chip implementation of the MAC layer [3]. Others imple-
mented the MAC layer with embedded systems [1,5,10], which
focused on design flow, MAC hardware implementation and
co-verification of the system.
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In this work, we address the design and implementation of
the entire MAC layer using some optimization methods that
results in low memory, high speed and easy implementation
system. There are different design methodologies for the
implementation of the MAC functions, which may be entirely
developed in software [7]. This is the most flexible approach
for MAC design, but accurate timing requirements are difficult
to fulfill. On the other hand, MAC functions can be fully per-
formed by using dedicated hardware, at the expense of costly
design and poor flexibility. Henceforth, our proposed solutions
are given to be something between these two extremes and
address both hardware and software implementations [1]. As a
result, the hardware/software partitioning is the most important
step at design level.

We start the optimization at design level and partition the
functionalities between hardware and software, considering
the ability of each part, and try to optimize both parts
simultaneously. HW/SW partitioning used here gives us the
ability of the optimization of the SW part, which leads to
a realization with just two parallel processes. This approach
results in a simple implementation and obviates the use of
any RTOS. This is while the RTOS is usually used for MAC
implementation, because it handles many parallel functions.
Optimization of hardware using a pipeline design leads to a
faster implementation. Also, using some optimization methods
like using hash table, assembly functions and static memory
instead of many dynamic memory allocations results in high
speed implementation.

This paper is organized as follows. An overview of the
implementation is presented in section II. System architecture
and hardware/software partitioning is explained in section III.
Software and hardware implementations are described in sec-
tion IV and section V, respectively. Simulation and Verification
methods are discussed in section VI and conclusion and plans
for future work are given in section VII.

II. MAC L AYER IMPLEMENTATION FLOW

The MAC 802.11 layer controls the transmission of user
data into the air [6], so it is expected to be a many
inputs/outputs system with many states. In IEEE 802.11
standard, the MAC protocol is described with a high level



language, called the Specification and Description Language
(SDL), which is a set of extended finite state machines.

The first step in our MAC implementation is to establish a
detailed simulation model of the IEEE 802.11 protocol using
SDL. This model is used to verify functional correctness of
our implementation. On the other hand, it gives a good sense
about the MAC functionality. Description of the MAC using
a high-level language such as SDL provides good portability
[10], because SDL tools create C files that can be compiled
and executed independently.

The SDL model has been designed and simulated us-
ing SDL-RT of Real Time Developer Studio released by
PragmaDev. The advantage of the software is the simplicity
of importing C files. Therefore, design, implementation and
optimization can be done in SDL-RT, simultaneously.

Next, we execute C files generated by the SDL on some
processors and then, based on profiling information obtained
from the C implementation and analysis of the real-time
requirements specified in the standard, conduct HW/SW par-
titioning of our model. After finalizing HW/SW partitioning,
we go back to SDL model and simulate hardware and software
parts, and also optimize the design of each part.

The final stage, we optimize C files of the software part for
the DSP, and use the hardware diagrams for the implementa-
tion on FPGA.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE ANDHARDWARE/SOFTWARE

PARTITIONING

The most time critical interval in MAC 802.11a is a Short
Inter-Frame Space (SIFS) that is equal to16µs. The SIFS is
the time taken from the reception of the last PPDU symbol
to the transmission of the first symbol of the response PPDU
[5]. So, we have16µs shared by PHY (physical layer) and
MAC of the 802.11 system. According to previous works and
the characteristics of the PHY, the MAC layer must carry
out the specified tasks in around4µs of the whole 16µs
interval. The tasks that must be done in SIFS are receiving
data and preparing acknowledgement (Ack) frame or receiving
request to send (RTS) and preparing clear to send (CTS)
frame. To meet this timing requirement and based on timing
measurements from the C implementation, we need both
receiving and transmitting functions to reside in hardware.
Receiving frames include cyclic redundancy check (CRC)
and address check, and checking the frame response type.
Transmission includes CRC generation and interfacing with
PHY. Also channel access mechanism and backoff procedure
are implemented in hardware because of their slot timing
that is equal to9µs for 802.11a. This is while non-critical
timing functions, including frame formatting, fragmentation,
frame buffering, defragmentation, and network management
are implemented in software.

The software part of the MAC is implemented on a high
speed DSP processor, TMS320VC5416 (160 MIPS), that is
equipped with a host port. Using the DSP host port, the DSP
works as a Dual-port RAM with the FPGA processor. Hence,
the DSP spends no time for I/O and just uses its internal

Fig. 1. MAC System Architecture.

TABLE I
MEMORY SIZE OF DIFFERENTRTOS

RTOS ROM(KB) RAM(KB) Additional Total Memory(KB)
LynxOS 256 115 371
ThreadX 15 2 17
Win-CE 626 720 1346

C Executive 20 3 23
RTLinux 1.5MB 4MB 5.5MB

RAM that increments the speed of the DSP proceedings. The
hardware section is implemented on the Virtex2vp30 FF1152,
which can be used to implement the whole PHY as well. The
hardware MAC uses the PCI interface to exchange information
with the PC (Figure 1).

IV. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

As a result of HW/SW partitioning, SW includes many
functions that should be handled concurrently. The first idea
is to use an RTOS to implement parallel processes of the
MAC (see [1,8,10]). Using RTOS increases the size of memory
needed for implementation of software, because it occupies at
least 17k according to table I. Our DSP internal memory is
128K, which means that the smallest RTOS would occupy
13% of memory. Also, using RTOS increases the time of
processing, because it switches between processes to run them
all. The metric, which is used most frequently to compare
RTOS performance, is context switch latency. Context or task
switch time purports to be an indicator of RTOS efficiency.
This metric simply measures the amount of time that an RTOS
spends to save the context of a certain task- that is to put its
registers and stack pointer into a control block- and load the
context of another task from a second control block. Table
II shows the context switch time for some RTOS’s. Figure 2
illustrates the data given in table II and shows the effect of
context switch time on the speed of execution of two parallel
tasks. Typically, ThreadX is the best solution but, as mentioned
before, it occupies 13% of the memory. Also the number
of parallel processes in first design that is compatible with
the SDL diagrams given in IEEE 802.11 MAC standard is
21, where 16 number of them are implemented in software.
According to table II, for each process, 0.5µs is taken by
ThreadX that is 8µs for 16 processes that could make problems
in timing of transmission of data.

Depth analysis of MAC layer functionalities leads to the
fact that the functionality of MAC software contains two main
processes that should not run sequentially. Other processes
could be merged to one of these two main processes. The
main idea is that managing functions like authentication,



Fig. 2. Reduction of speed, using different RTOS’s in presence of two parallel
tasks.

Fig. 3. MAC Software Diagram.

association, etc. all contain sending a frame and waiting for
a specific response, so all functionalities of MAC include
transmission and reception functions. Transmission includes
functions needed to manage the network, such as scan,
join, association and authentication and functions needed for
transmitting a frame to hardware MAC and then to PHY,
like frame formatting and fragmentation. Reception includes
defragmentation, detection the type of frame and delivering
the confirmation signals and received signals to upper layer.
In this way, we do not need to use any RTOS, because
we can implement transmission function in the main routine
and reception, as an interrupt service routine. So, we have
simplified and optimized the designed SDL and combined the
processes and tested again all functionalities. Figure 3 shows
transmission and reception responsibilities.

In the next step, we have implemented a test program in
visual C, testing transmission and reception parts of software.
Then, we optimize the codes and correct memory leakages
using rational tools. Optimization includes using hash table in
ignore duplicated framesunit of receive function. This unit
saves each received frame in a table and, whenever receives

TABLE II
CONTEXT SWITCH TIME

RTOS Processor Context Switch Time (µs)
LynxOS Motorola Power PC 233MHz 2
ThreadX Power PC 200MHz 0.5

QNX Pentium 200MHz 2
Win-CE Pentium 200MHz 34.4
VxWorks Power PC 7410 100MHz 18.4
RTLinux IntelrCeleronrM 600MHz 5.8

DSP/BIOS C5402 2.2

a frame with retry bit equals to one, searches the table to
find out if the frame is duplicated. This search, according to
the size of frame table, could be a time consuming function.
Also, a similar search is carried out in power save monitor in
the Access Point (AP) that checks the addresses of receiving
frames to find out if they have been associated. Apparently,
using hash table helps much in power save monitor, too.

The C files are loaded to the DSP. The most time consuming
procedures in software part are fragmentation and defragmen-
tation. By choosing the worst case, we have done profiling for
transmission of 2304 bytes frame that must be fragmented to
256 byte frames. First profiling results were 1.3 msec for frag-
mentation and 1.2 msec for defragmentation that is equal to 12
Mbit/sec. After optimization with some changes significantly,
reducing the number of memory allocations by using static
variables, and using assembly versions of some functions like
memcopy, the execution time reaches the standard rate (54
Mbit/sec).

V. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

The structure of hardware MAC is given in figure 4. It con-
tains five parts. Transmission unit performs backoff procedure,
accessing to channel, and sending frames to PHY. Reception
unit is responsible for receiving correct frames and checking
CRC and addresses. All timers are implemented in hardware
and are activated with control unit.

Beacon module makes beacon frames and controls sending
and receiving beacon frames in Ad-Hoc network and also in
AP in infrastructure network. It also performs synchronization
using time information in receiving beacons.

The most complicated part in Hardware is the control
unit. This module includes interfacing with PCI and DSP. In
addition, it controls the execution of each module of hardware.
Signals interfacing between FPGA and DSP areAddress BUS
from FPGA to DSP,Data BUSbidirectional, andinterrupts
from FPGA to DSP and vice versa.

Interfacing with PCI and DSP is performed using buffers.
The PCI side uses two buffers one for transmitting data from
user, TX-Buf, and the other one RX-Buf, for receiving data
from DSP that must be delivered to the user.

In the DSP side, we implement six buffers. Data2Send
buffer, which is filled with the control unit when TX-Buf is
full, and the DSP uses it to make MAC frame from data and
fragments and sends it to the MAC hardware to be sent to
PHY. Data2HW buffer includes fragments of data made by
the DSP and is sent to the PHY. Control unit receives an
interrupt from the DSP to send the data in Data2HW buffer to
the PHY. Three buffers, Data2DSP1-3, are reserved for data
received with the MAC hardware. This point of interface is
very important because we cannot control coming frames, so
we use three buffers to save the previous frames and change
the buffer to receive a new frame, if any. Here, we use pipeline
processing. After validating a frame including address and
CRC check, the control unit prompts the DSP by an interrupt
to receive the frame. If the DSP is reading previous buffer,
the control unit writes the coming frame in other buffer and



Fig. 4. MAC Hardware Diagram

Fig. 5. SDL diagram of test system of MAC

waits until the end of the DSP task, and then activates the DSP
interrupt again. Last buffer, DSP2User, is due to the frame that
is prepared for delivering to the user, which is the output of
receiver routine in software. The control unit must copy the
frame in DSP2User buffer to RX-Buf and activate the interrupt
of the PCI.

VI. SIMULATION AND VERIFICATION

The MAC simulation is ultimated at the SDL level. As
shown in figure 5, we implement models for LLC (Appli-
cation), PHY and channel (PHY) and test all functionalities
of implemented MAC (time critical functions cannot be eval-
uated). Also, we used two stations to build an independent
network and transmit data. We initially setup the network
with a station and send the scan signal and join signal to the
other station, and send a file from one station to another using
fragmentation and RTS/CTS. Then, an AP is implemented in
SDL and tested an infrastructure network.

In the second step, we run C files of software part in Visual
Studio and write a test function for testing both transmit and
receive functions in a program. As mentioned in section IV,
receiver must be executed in interrupt service routine, and
actually it cannot be tested till HW and SW connected to each
other. As it is necessary to test software routines independent
from the hardware, we test the body of interrupt service routine

as a function to call. We write the transmit outputs to a file
and run the receive function with proper inputs made from
transmit output. Also, in each step that the software must get
an answer from hardware, we make the answers and pass them
on to the function.

In the third step, we implement hardware and test each block
with test vectors, and then test all blocks together using PHY
and MAC models implemented in hardware.

In the fourth step, we implement a routine in hardware to
interface with software and test hardware and software with a
model of the PHY.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have presented new optimization ap-
proaches to the implementation of IEEE 802.11 MAC using
a general purpose DSP (TMS320VC5416) and a gate array
system (Virtex2vp30). The proposed hardware/software par-
titioning scheme results in minimal implementation burden
and obviates the use of any RTOS that led to high speed and
low memory implementation. Using optimizations in software
implementation, i.e. using hash table, assembly functions, and
reducing memory allocations, we have increased the speed
of execution. The use of pipeline processing in hardware,
also improved the overall system performance. At the final
stage, we developed a prototype for IEEE 802.11 MAC layer
with high modularity that can easily be upgraded. In future,
proposed enhancement algorithms such as Quality of Service
(QoS), network security functions, and synchronization algo-
rithms can be used to improve the system performance.
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